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NO "BAD FAITH" SAY RAILROA PRESIDENTS
f "I themselves to facilitate and expedite the hearing and the Hit.miration thereof in every reasonable manner" (although

State is not precluded from using any other remedy 0rany other action), it is expressly contemplated that an iS:to the Interstate Commerce Commission may be made Not iwas this in the contemplation of the proposition as made hJ! '

joint resolution of the North Carolina Legislature at'ite
session, in relation to this very matter, contained these h?'
paragraphs:

"THIRD:' That nendinir tha natmnt -t. - . 1

History of Negotiations With Legisla-
tive Commission

Material Reductions In Rates Were Offered
North Carolina is the most nearly contiguous territory to
Virginia, which has these abnormally low rates, and that,
therefore, the effect of that proximity may be reflected into
North Carolina, whereas it could not be reflected further
off."

It is difficult, of course, as there are no specifications, to ap-
preciate exactly in what respect it is thought the railroads have
not in entire good faith lived up to this accepted proposition. In

plained, we could not hope that the Interstate Commerce Com-

mission would approve reductions on any other principle or
would be able, under any other conditions, to enter an order
protecting the carriers from a reduction of their rates into
other territory because of these reductions to North Carolina
poinU.'''--

We did not approach the Legislative Commission with the
idea of assuming a trading position. We thought it due to the
importance of the occasion and to the dignity of the representa-
tives of the State, that we should come forward at first with the
best proposition which we believed we could offer. While we re-

garded the proposition we submitted as the best and most sub-

stantial which we thought could be worked out, we were still
always in the attitude of readiness to have our authorized rep-
resentatives sit down with the representatives of the State, and
discuss, in all its features, any suggestion that might be ad-

vanced, and were ready to consider with an open mind anything
that might be brought to our attention in that connection.

We are, however, of the opinion that our offer was most sub-
stantial and that the extent and scope of the reductions contem-
plated by it have not yet been fully realized, and .that the bene-
fits to be derived from putting it into effect have been almost
entirely overlooked.

Our proposition was the result of a patient and conscientious
investigation. It was submitted to the Legislative Commission
on April 19th and declined by the Commission the same day. A
counter proposition was made that afternoon by the Commis-
sion; and, after fully considering this counter proposition for a
period of ten days, we were convinced that the rates suggested
would result in reductions of revenue so serious as to impair the
usefulness of these carriers and that it would be impossible to
put them into effect without causing a general reduction through-
out the southeast. '

As the proposition of February 2Gth provided that any reduc-- ,
tions agreed upon were to be of a character not to affect rates
outside of North Carolina, and as it was never contemplated that
the railroads were to make sacrifices which would destroy their
usefulness and their ability to perform their public service, we
believed that the counter proposition submitted by the Legisla-
tive Commission, while in good faith intended to be, was not in
compliance with the express provision of the basic proposition
of February 26th. We gave our reasons for not accepting this

gress of the principles above declared for, it should k,T
opinion of the General Assembly of North Carolina' IT
policy of the State,' to press before the Interstate
merce Commission objections to the injustice of allowi"1
any discrimination against North Carolina points in toof other points outside of the State to which hauls
longer than to the North Carolina points, and which 1om '

, hauls include the hauls to such North Carolina points.
'

"FOURTH: That, in addition to the powers conferred
the North Carolina Corporation Commission to institute and

on

prosecute cases before the Interstate Commerce Commission
for relief to the people of North Carolina from discrimina.

;

tory and excessive charges by common carriers, power is
conferred upon the Governor to institute and prosecute such
cases, either independent of or in conjunction with the North

'
Carolina Corporation Commission, in his name on behalf of-- '
the people of the State, or in the name of any combined 8.
sociation or body of citizens, or in the name of the North
Carolina Corporation Commission, and for such purpose th' sum of nofc exceeding five thousand dollars a year is apnro-priate- d

out of any money in the state treasury, not other- -

wise appropriated, to be paid on the order of the Governor." :

Thus it will be seen that the Legislature of North CarolinV
expressly declared its policy to be that this matter of dispute
should by the State to the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission and the Governor was empowered to institute and pros-
ecute such proceedings, either independently or in conjunction
with the North Carolina Commission, or in his own name in be.,
half of the people of the State, or in the name of others that are
mentioned, and an appropriation of Five Thousand Dollars
year was expressly made to bear the expense of this procedure.

Under these circumstances of the provisions of the proposition
in question and of the declared policy of the State, made by tsolemn resolution of its General Assembly, we submit that that
course ought to be followed. The railroads have no purpose to
enter upon a course of contention or of litigation. As above
stated, they are prepared to expedite a hearing before the Inter- -

Could Not Accept Proposition of Leg-
islative Commission, But Suggest
That Question Be Submitted To

Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion, and Agree Not to Ap-

peal From Its Decision
Hon. W. C. Dowsi, May 27th, 1913.

Chairman, Charlotte, N. C.
Dear Sir:

We observe in the public press that, at a recent meeting of
certain business men at Raleigh, you as Chairman of a commit-te- e

introduced a set of resolutions, the first preamble of which is
as follows:

"Whereas, The representatives of the railroads operating
in North Carolina, in meeting assembled, on April 29, re-
pudiated and failed to carry out their promises made to the
governor and the special freight rate commission at the
meeting held on February 20, to correct the present exces-
sive and disiiiirinatory freight rates,"

Inasmuch as your name, in your representative capacity as
Chairman, has thus become associated with the preamble and
resolutions in question, we trust we may be permitted to explain
to you, and through you to the important interests your com-
mittee represents, that, in our judgment, when the facts are fully
appreciated, no charge of bad faith can be justly made against
us.

At the outset, we must express our profound regret that the
impression should prevail in the minds of any one, and especially
in the minds of yourself and others associated with you, that the
carriers have been guilty of any lack of good faith in their deal-
ings with the representatives of North Carolina in regard to the
important questions which have been involved in the recent ne-
gotiations with the Legislative Freight Rate Commission.

We have endeavored to live, and we believe we have lived, fully
up to both the letter and the spirit of our proposition made on
the 20th of February.

The proposition made, on that date, by the railroads and ac-
cepted by the Commission was as follows:

"1. The carriers, now engaging therein, will withdraw

the absence of such specifications, we can only examine what the
proposition essentially was and compare it with the action of
the railroads pursuant to it.

It will be observed that the proposition consists of four para-
graphs, the fourth of which shows that the three preceding
paragraphs, although dealing with different features of the
proposition, all constitute a single basis of adjustment and it
was expressly stated that, "if a final adjustment is not reached
thereunder, nothing herein contained is to be used to the preju-
dice of the carriers." ,

Let us examine then what the proposition actually contained.
First: It provided that the carriers, now engaged therein,

would withdraw from business from the West to Virginia City
points through North Carolina. w

There has never been any subsequent discussion of this para-
graph, for the reason that it is fully understood that the carriers
stand ready to withdraw from this business as soon as an adjust-
ment is reached in respect to the other points, which constitute
the points really at issue.

Second: It provided that the carriers would, for the purpose
of these negotiations, recognize the principle of making a lower
proportional rate from Virginia City points to North Carolina
points than the rates now existing, and would endeavor to work
out with the Commission such reasonable reductions, the Com-
mission or its representatives to sit with the representatives of
the carriers in the effort to arrive at what would be reasonable
and proper in the premises. The proposition thereupon went on to
carefully explain that "although actuated by the disposition to
make sacrifices to fairly meet the views entertained in North
Carolina that freight rates from the West to North Carolina

proposition ot the Legislative Commission in the answer sub-
mitted to the conference at Raleigh on April 29th, which was
given in writing, and, while we do not consider it appropriate
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to enter here into a discussion of the merits of the rate situa-
tion, that answer, which deals with it, is subject to the in-

spection of any person interested in its contents.
In the afternoon of April 29th the Legislative Commission

submitted a rejoinder to the effect that our answer was not satis-
factory, and offered certain modifications of its counter proposi-
tion, thus, as it seems to us, indicating that they themselves
realized that their first proposition could not be sustained and did
not meet the requirements of the basic r reposition which im-

posed limits upon the scope of the negotiations. We found, how-
ever, that the obstacles, which we Considered insurmountable in
the original counter proposition, still remained. The Commission
was respectfully advised of the reasons why we found it impossi-abl- e

to adopt this second suggestion. Wc believed then, and we
believe now, that these reasons were cogent and compelling, but
the Commission thought otherwise and, greatly to our regret, the
conference was, at the Commission's instance, declared at an
end.

The termination of the conference has raised an issue between
tle Legislative Commission and the railroads. That i sue is
this: "What, under the terms of the proposition, and under a
recognition of the principle of making a lower proportional rate
from Virginia Cities points to North Carolina points than the
rates now existing, would be a fair and reasonable reduction?''

We concede that the Legislative Commission, in advocating a
readjustment of rates upon the basis which it has adopted, is
acting in the best of faith and is actuated by patriotic motives.
With equal sincerity and with full confidence in the justice of
our position, we contend that the reduction proposed by the
Legislative Commission is too great and is beyond what was
contemplated by the agreement of February 2Gth. In fact, we
are convinced that the suggestion of the Legislative Commission
will be found in direct conflict with the provision of that agree-
ment which requires that any reduction of rates agreed upon
should be confined to North Carolina territory and should not
extend into other States, and that an order of the Interstate
Commerce Commission should be obtained protecting the car-
riers against any reduction into other States because of this re.

oiio commerce commission oy every means in their power, and
when a conclusion is reached they are prepared to adopt it,
whatever it may be, without questioning it in any court wha-
tever, and retain it in operation, without controversy, during the
full time the order of the Interstate Commerce Commission it
in force. ....

We are profoundly impressed with the idea that an amicable
settlement of this controversy is necessary for the welfare of all
concerned. We hope for a definite and permanent settlement,
and we appreciate that no settlement can be permanent unlesj
fair and just both to the people of the State and the rail-oa-- V

The railroads are among the largest employers of labor in the
State; they pay the highest scale of wages; they cunu-ibu- h.--.

much as any other class of citizens to the welfare of the State;
white their employes contribute in no small measure to the
State's prosperity and Are effective in every patriotic service. '

The principle of regulation has the unqualified approval of the
American people. The power of regulation as to interstate
commerce must of necessity be, as it has expressly bef , vested
in the federal government and in it alone. This principle car-
ries with it certain restrictions as well as immense advantages,
when viewed from the standpoint of any one State, as well as
from the standpoint of all the States. The advantages im-

measurably outweigh the disadvantages. In this connection it
cannot be, forgotten that North Carolina was one of the first of
the States to advocate National, instead of State, control of i-
nterstate commerce. As far back as 1781, before the adoption of
the Constitution, we find the representatives of North Carolina
in the Continental Congress offering a suggestion to the States
that the power to control interstate commerce be surrendered to
the national government, instead of being reserved, as was then
the case, by tach State. Later, when the Constitutional Co-
nvention was framing our organic law, the representatives of
North Carolina again favored, and were instrumental in secu-
ring, the adoption of the commerce clause as it now glands,
which vested in the federal government exclusive right of co-
ntrol of interstate commerce.

In suggesting that this controversy, relating solely to inte-
rstate rates, be submitted to the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion for settlement, we are not asking that nny subject be with-
drawn from any, tribunal, legislative or judicial, of North Caro-
lina, of which those tribunals have lawful or rightful jurisdic-
tion. We are asking only what North Carolina has always

upon, that the regulation of interstate commerce shall, in
this condition of difficulty, as well as in every other, be regu-
lated by the power which all the States have placed exclusively
in the hands of the federal government.

In view of this attitude of submission to law and in view of the
facte herein stated in respect to what they have attempted to do
to meet the.just expectations of the state regarding these rates,
we respectfully and earnestly submit that no charge of bad faith,
or of lawlessness, or of arbitrary conduct, or of a desire to di-
ctate the conditions under which the commerce of North Carolina
shall be conducted, can justly be laid at the doors of these car-
riers. ...

In conclusion, may we not express the earnest hope that, no-
twithstanding the termination of the negotiations with the Leiris-lativ- e

Commission, had at its instance, there may yet be found
by the Corporation Commission, in the conference now bein? hel
with its chairman, Mr. Travis, nnd the representative -- r
traffic departments of these carriers, a basil for a friendly ad-

justment of all differences?
Way we not express the further hope that, if they should fail

to fmd the means of arriving at an amicable adjustment, recourse
will hn Invnllv huA hv KV. - u i k

duction to Notrh Carolina points. Nothing would give us greater
satisiaction than to arrive at an amicable agreement with the
commission and unng about a settlement of the rate contro
versy upon a basis which we would be in" a position to accent.

In fact, as soon as it was made to us, we welcomed the
that, although the conference between the Legislative Com

mission and ourselves had been declared at an end bv that Com
mission, the North Carolina Corporation Commission, through its
cnairman, ftlr. J ravis, should take up with the traffic represents
tives of the railroads a further consideration of these contro
venea points, ana see wnetner, tn a patriotic and earnest
effort on both sides, some amicable and reasonable adjustment
mignt not oe suggested and might not be reached. We are glad
to say that these negotiations are continuing and we shall hone

points are unjustly discriminatory as compared ,with rates from
the West to Virginia City points," the carriers could make no
such adjustment as would extend reductions into territory other
than North Carolina and to explain the reasons for it, and, to
ensure this, there was an express provision that any basis-agree-

upon should be carried by the North Carolina authorities to the
Interstate Commerce Commission and should become effective
only if that Commission would enter an order which would pro-
tect the carriers from reductions into other territory because of
such reductions to North Carolina points.

Third: It provided that the Legislative Commission or the
carriers might bring up any other points that either thought
proper for discussion and action.

Reverting now to the second paragraph of the above pripesi
tion, it will, we think, be readily appreciated, from reading (he
text of that paragraph, especially in view of the statement made
by the spokesman of the carriers, that the only way that the
second paragraph could be carried into effect would be through
the means of reflecting into North Carolina points the influence
of the abnormally low rates which exist to Virginia Cities (for
which these carriers are not responsible and which they cannot
control) , and that any basis of agreement reached under that par-ngra-

and covering the pointB thereby provided for, must be Such
as would not involve a reduction of rates into other states. This
limitation and condition was, by the express terms of the propo-
sition, put upon the negotiations. It was considered essential
by the carriers and its propriety was expressly agreed to by the
representatives of the State. Negotiations were thereupon en-
tered into under the limitation that anything agreed upon in
respect to reductions of rates must be of such a character that
it should not have the effect of reducing the rates of the carriers
into territory other than North Carolina and that that conclu-
sion should be approved and endorsed by an express order of the
Interstate Commerce Commission protecting the carriers from
any such reduction into other territory. .

It follows from this that any reduction of rates that might
be agreed upon, coming as a consequence of the influence of the
abnormally low rates to Virginia City points, must be greatest
to North Carolina points in closest proximity to Virginia City
points, and would gradually lessen aud finally disappear as the
distance from Virginia City points increased. Otherwise, we
would create such a situation that points in North Carolina near
the South Carolina border, or the Tennessee border, would have
such low rates that the influence of such low rates would neces-
sarily extend across the borders into other states, and the Inter-
state Commerce Commission could make no such protecting or-
der as was in contemplation and expressly provided for. This,
we submit, must be universally conceded.

Fully appreciating, therefore, the problem before them, and
seeking in the most earnest and sincere way to find a solution,
the chief freight traffic officers of these railroads were instructed,
by their chief executives, to consider and report a basis of ad-
justment that would reflect, to the utmost practicable extent,
the influence of the Virginia City situation into North Carolina
and at the same time would preserve the essential condition of
the proposition that it should not operate beyond the limits of
North Carolina territory.

Pursuant to these instructions and after thorough investi-
gation of the rate situation applicable to North Carolina, these
representatives of the railroads, with the full authority of the
chief executive officers, suggested certain material reductions
in the rates complained of to North Carolina points, which w
then believed, and still believe, are in accord with both the letter
and the Bpirit of the basic proposition. We believed that the prop-
osition then made embraced all the reductions which could be
made without opening the doors to such radical reductions of
rates throughout the Southeastern territory as would reduce the
rates into other territory than North Carolina and thus threaten
the very existence of these properties.

We thought it best and, in fact, necessary, for the chief traffic
officers of the roads to take up with the Legislative Commission
the discussion of rates, rather than that the chief executives
should do so, for it was subject in respect to which these trat-fi- e

officers alone could enter into an intelligent discussion of alt
the essential details. In fact, it will be seen from the very lan,
guage of the proposition that it was in contemplation that the
Commission itself need not meet the representatives of the rail,
roads, foHt might desire its representatives to be experts in rates
and to sit with the representatives of the carriers and likewise
it was provided that the representatives of the carriers without
designating them and thus giving the carriers like opportunity to
be represented by their traffic experts were to sit with the
representatives of the Commission, or the Commission itself, In
the effort to arrive at what would be reasonably peoper under
the circumstances. : .. , .

The reductions proposed were applicable to all points in North
Carolina within the range of the principle of reflecting Into
North Carolina alone the influence of the low rate Usis to the
Virginia City point. The reduction was greatest at the poinU
nearest the Virginia Cities; it was less as this distance Increased,
and It disappeared practically altogether before it reached the
State southern and western . border ..line. At heretofore ex

that such a conclusion may be reached by the representatives of
the Mate of North' Carolina, on the one side, and the representa-
tives of these carriers, on the other, as will brinir about an bp.

from business from the West to Vhginia City points through
North Carolina. This will be done, not because they con-
sider the carrying of such at present tariff rates
as economically unsound, but in deference to the sentiment
of the North Carolina public on the subject. It will be done
in good faith, but as a matter of current business manage-
ment with the understanding, however, that if any of them
should hereafter resume such business, the State of North
Carolina is to lose none of its rights as at present existing
or such as it may hereafter have, in respect to such rate
structure.

"2. That the carriers will, for the purpose of these nego-
tiations, recognize the principle of making a lower propor-
tional rate from Virginia City points to North Carolina
points, than the rale now existing and will endeavor to work
out with this Commission what would be such reasonable
reduction, this Commission or its representatives to sit with
the representatives of the carriers in the effort to arrive at
what is reasonable and proper in the premises; with the
understanding, however, that, although actuated by the dis-
position to make sacrifices to fairly meet the views enter-
tained in North Carolina that freight rates from the West
to North Carolina points are unjustly discriminatory as
compared with rates from the West to Virginia City points,
the carriers are confronted with the difficulty that a volun-
tary reduction in these rates will, under the law as admin-
istered by the Interstate Commerce Commission, doubtless
be used to measure the rates into other territory and to
bring about a reduction of these last mentioned rates. Be-
cause of the smaller density of traffic in the South as com-
pared with the Trunk Line and adjacent territory, it is im-
possible for the carriers to make or stand such general re-
duction in rates. The view of the North Carolina public-can- ,

without incurring the serious consequences mentioned
as to rates into other territory, only be met under an order
of the Interstate Commerce Commission directing certain
reductions to North Carolina points and holding that such
reductions will not affect the rates into other territory. Any
agreement reached is, therefore, to be carried out by an ap-
plication by the North Carolina authorities to the Interstate
Commerce Commission for such an order, and the carriers
will, in an effort to secure such reductions as may
be agreed upon between the North Carolina Commission and
the carriers, provided such order of the Interstate Commerce
Commission will protect them from reductions because of
such reductions to North Carolina territory, in their rates
to other territory; and provided, further, that if the action
of the Interstate Commerce Commission shall not be in ac-
cordance with such agreement, the State of North Carolina
shall not be precluded from such other action in respect
thereto as it may be advised. If the Commission and the
carriers fail to agree upon what would be reasonable in the
premises, the North Carolina authorities may in their dis-
cretion submit, the question to the Interstate Commerce
Commission and the carriers pledge themselves to facilitate
and expedite the hearing and determination thereof in every
reasonable manner, but the State is not hereby precluded
from using any other remedy or taking any other action as
it may be advised.

"3. If there are any other questions with reference to
the rate situation which either the said Commission or the
carriers may desire to have considered, such question may
be taken up and considered with a view of adjusting them
by agreement between said Commission and the carriers,
and if not adjusted, then the position of neither party to be
prejudiced by such consideration or by anything herein con-
tained. Any other questions not presented and agreed upon
are left unprejudiced hereby.

"4. Inasmuch as this is an effort made in the earnest de-
sire on the part of the carriers to meet the sentiment of
North Carolina and to remove causes of controversy in that
State, the above suggestion is made with the understanding
that if, for any reason, it is not acceptable to the North Caro-
lina authorities, or a final adjustment is not reached there--
under, nothing herein contained is to be used to the preju-
dice of the carriers in any proceeding that may be insti-
tuted against them, or any of them, in respect to freight
rates as regards North Carolina territory."

In presenting this proposition, the spokesman for the rail-
roads, as will appear from the stenographic report on file with
the North, Carolina Corporation Commission, made the following
statement: '

"Your Excellency, it seems to us that the only principle
en which we can maintain lower rates In North Carolina' than we can )'n other states to the South Is the fact that

ceptable and a final adjustment of this much controverted ques--
uun.

If our hopes and the hopes of the people of North Carolina be
disappointed in respect to this, we wil then be confronted by
the question of what is the proper course to be pursued in re-
spect to this mutter. .

Conceding the sincerity and patriotism and the desire to do
justice on the part of the Legislative Commission and on the
part of the representatives of North Carolina, but respectfully
and firmly insisting that wcvare actuated by the same high mo-
tives, what is the proper thing for us to do? On the one hand,
is it proper for the carriers to insist on an arbitrary adherence
to their own conclusions in respect to this matter and to refuse
to have it determined by any independent and disinterested au-
thority? On the other hand, is it proper for the representatives
of the State to insist arbitrarily upon their view and to exercisetheir power for the purpose of coercing an acceptance? Mustnot both of these questions be answered in the negative? Is itnot, on the contrary, the proper, wise, and patriotic thing to
submit this difference, conscientiously entertained on both sides
to the adjudication of the only tribunal provided by law for the
settlement of just such controversies ? .

'.It is not the function of the State, or within its lawfulto control interstate rates, and the power of the rail-
roads in respect to them is expressly made subject to the .controland authority of the Interstate Commerce Commission It isuniversally admitted that the regulation ef interstate rates is afunction of the national government alone. That government
has provided instrumentalities for the tpeclal purpose and a alfor the adjudication of all disputes relating to Interstaterates. It has provided a Commission which to a veryhigh degree possesses the coinfldence of the Americanpeople and iU doors are open and its procedure ,im.pie. The determination of a case can be expedited anda conclusion reached at an early day. We are obliged
by the proposition of February 26th to expedite a hear-ing before that Commission in every practicable way and westand ready to promptly and fully comply with that duty Itwill be seen from the language of tha proposition, wherethat "if the Commission and the carrier, fall aire,
upon what would be reasonable in the premise,, the North Caro.ma authorities may In their discretion submit the question tothe Interstate Commerce Commission, And .the carriers pledge

jurisdiction under. tha laws of North Carolina as well as of th;
United States, and that these differences be submitted to 1U

final adjudication? '
Mindful of the fact that the State and the railroads must live

together, that their interest and welfare are inseparable, and that
the welfare and prosperity of both can be promoted only by
policy of good will and conciliation, is it not the duty of both

ides to this unfortunate controversy to go to the one impartial
tribunal, established by law for that purpose, which has the ju-

risdiction and the power to finally adjudicate and adjust the di-
fferences between us, to establish the rates which shall prevail
and to determine what is the fair and reasonable solution of our

difficult problem? .
,

Respectfully, ' '

, Southern Railway Company
By W. W. Finley, President

, Atlantic Coast Line R. It. Co.
By T. M. Emerson, President- -

. Seaboard Air Line Railway
By W. J. Harahan, Preside

,V Norfolk & Western Railway Co.
; . By L. E. Johnson, President- -

Carolina, Clinchfleld & Ohio Ry. '
By Mark W. Potter, Presidf"1- -

Norfolk-Souther- n
, Railroad Co.

l By Chaa. II. His, Preside:.
Carolina & Northwestern Ry.

ty.tHK.lJfj ByW. A: Barber, Presld"!- -
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